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When it comes to a data center’s backup power systems, the stakes 
are high. If your standby generator fails to start or run, your operation 
could suffer serious consequences. When you consider losing access 
to the critical functions maintained by the generator system, you can 
understand the magnitude of the situation. Emergency backup generators 
typically support uninterruptible power supply (UPS) equipment, power 
distribution unit (PDU), remote power panel (RPP), bus track, switchgear, 
servers, and cooling systems; lighting, fire alarm systems, elevators, and 
communications systems. 

How do you ensure your data center power systems work when needed?  
A good facility design, quality equipment, and trained load bank technicians 
offer the first line of defense. However, data center load testing services 
during commissioning and preventative maintenance offer the key to 
reliable performance. To eliminate downtime risk, it is highly recommended 
that you establish a rigorous load testing process that can help keep your 
critical power equipment working efficiently.

Introduction

http://ComRent.com
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Proper Commissioning Helps 
Boost Data Center Reliability
When commissioning a data center, your overall goal is to confirm the facility meets the design intent 
and the owner’s requirements. Specifically, you verify the electrical and thermal systems operate per 
specifications.

While energy efficiency garners significant attention today, reliability is still the most important factor in data 
center operation. According to a 2016 Ponemon Institute study sponsored by Emerson Network Power, 
the overall average cost of a data center outage was $740,357 per incident (click here to read full report). 
Once installed within a new data center facility, backup power systems require regular commissioning. 
This process includes operating all components and key features under loads ranging from very light to full 
design load.

Load bank testing during data center commissioning provides a systematic way to confirm proper 
performance levels and identify any problems before the facility goes live. Load bank testing uncovers 
quality issues with critical primary or backup systems; these systems can fail because the equipment was 
defective, damaged in transit or not installed correctly. The commissioning phase offers the best opportunity 
to confirm performance, validate procedures, and train data center operators.

Regular inspections help ensure readiness during an unplanned power outage. You must operate the 
generator with a significant load applied at least quarterly, and in some cases, even monthly. 

Preventative maintenance focuses on evaluating the mechanical details of backup power operation, 
including generator switchgear, battery condition, fuel quality, fuel and oil pumps, fuel and water separators, 
air filters, coolant, hoses, and belts. These components commonly cause failures in data center operation.

Preventative Maintenance Helps Backup 
Power Systems Perform When Needed

https://www.vertivco.com/globalassets/documents/reports/2016-cost-of-data-center-outages-11-11_51190_1.pdf
https://www.comrent.com/industry-solutions/data-centers/
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Conducting Data Center  
Load Testing
When the backup power system runs during a data center load test, you must evaluate the following 
conditions:

 ● Is the generator engine running normally without 
sounds and vibrations?

 ● Are voltage and frequency stable?
 ● Do you notice excessive exhaust smoke?
 ● Is the engine operating at normal temperature?
 ● Can you confirm proper fuel transfer?
 ● Is oil pressure normal?
 ● Do you see any leaks in the engine, fuel or coolant 

components?
 ● Are any alarms or alerts occurring?
 ● Have you logged actual load and conditions to help 

with future load management?

Data center load testing gives you confidence in your facility’s backup power systems. It provides an 
accurate indicator of how the generator will perform in a real-life situation.

Other data center load testing methods may not adequately simulate the real-life scenarios and demand 
on your generator during a power outage. Even generators used daily might not perform as expected when 
faced with an emergency load. During everyday use, most generators typically perform far below their 
capacity ratings. 

To provide the best data center load testing results, you must operate generator engines at or near full load 
for several hours to experience a full heating and cool down cycle. A proper load testing process can help 
a generator reach and sustain its peak power output. It is also highly recommended that all components 
of the data center emergency backup system (UPS, PDU, RPP, etc.)  be tested in combination with the 
generator. After the load test, your data center and all emergency redundant backup systems will run more 
efficiently and be less likely to fail in the future. 

http://ComRent.com
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Data Center Load Testing with Load 
Bank Solutions
A load bank creates an electrical load and passes it to the generator and data center backup systems in 
a controlled manner. Data center load bank testing places peak power demand on a generator and then 
determines whether the generator can produce and maintain the necessary kilowatt output. 

Data center testing with load banks provides a viable alternative to using a live utility load, which can 
often fluctuate considerably. Load bank testing allows for testing critical equipment from light loads up to 
nameplate loads, which you normally cannot do with a live load. You can learn how efficiently your system 
functions at different load capacities.

Several types of load banks are used to perform data center load testing, including resistive, resistive/
reactive, capacitive, and inductive. When you need to produce especially high-voltage loads, reactive load 
banks can better deliver the required load.

Ensuring uninterrupted power becomes an essential ongoing project for data center operators. From 
downtime to data loss to damaged equipment, power disruptions can result in costly adverse outcomes. 
Load bank testing offers an affordable investment in your data center operations. 

Load bank testing offers several advantages:

Allows failover and bypass operation under load in modes not usually experienced with a 
live load

Provides a controlled environment to mitigate risk of generator overload, generator 
failure, and system component damage, as well as confirms proper operation of all data 
center components, including rack mounts, bus track, RPP, PDU, UPS, and substations.

Makes IR thermal scanning more useful than a live load that is often too low to show 
potential hot spots 

Collects data that can provide valuable insight into a system’s ability to perform as 
required

https://www.comrent.com/load-testing-solutions
https://www.comrent.com/industry-solutions/data-centers/testing/
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ComRent’s team of load bank experts helps ensure the success of your data center load testing 
project. We offer a complimentary consultation to review your requirements and propose the right 
load bank solution for your application. Contact us online today or give us a call at 888-881-7118 
for more information on load banks and data center testing

http://ComRent.com
https://www.comrent.com/contact-us/
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